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In KBQA (knowledge base question answering), questions are processed using NLP (natural language processing), and knowledge
base technology is used to generate the corresponding answers. KBQA is one of the most challenging tasks in the feld of NLP.
Q&A (question and answer) matching is an important part of knowledge base QA (question answering), in which the correct
answer is selected from candidate answers. At present, Q&Amatching task faces the problem of lacking training data in new felds,
which leads to poor performance and low efciency of the question answering system. Te paper puts forward a KBQA Q&A
matching model for deep feature transfer based on a bidirectional attention memory network, BamnetTL. It uses biattention to
collect information from the knowledge base and question sentences in both directions in order to improve the accuracy of Q&A
matching and transfers knowledge from diferent felds through a deep dynamic adaptation network. BamnetTL improves the
accuracy of Q&Amatching in the target domain by transferring the knowledge in the source domain with more training resources
to the target domain with fewer training resources. Te experimental results show that the proposed method is efective.

1. Introduction

In KBQA (knowledge base question answering), Q&A
(question and answer) matching plays an important role in
question answering systems. It is the key to the success of
KBQA. Q&A matching based on a knowledge base refers to
fnding the question entity associated with the KB
(knowledge base) entity as a candidate answer, matching the
question and candidate answers to obtain scores, and
selecting the answer with the highest score. As shown in
Figure 1, if we input the question “What is Nina Dobrev’s
nationality?”, Nina Dobrev is the question entity. We select
surrounding entities such as actors, Bulgaria, Canada, and
other entities as candidate answers, input them into the
KBQA model, and match them with the question to obtain
the correct answer, “Canada.” Moholkar and Patil proposed
the RHAC-ABM [1] (recurrent hybrid ant colony and Af-
rican bufalo model), which used ACO (ant colony opti-
mization) and ABO (African bufalo optimization) to
improve accuracy. Tey also proposed LA-GWO [2]

(Lioness Adapting GWO) to improve the performance of
QA. Song et al. proposed CVA [3], which applied a novel
channel and spatial attention to object regions. Gao et al.
proposed MTA [4] (multitask learning with adaptive at-
tention), which fuses the answer options and question
features and then adaptively attends to the visual features.
Zhang et al. proposed KAN [5] (knowledge-based aug-
mentation network), which extracted more visual in-
formation from images and introduced a knowledge graph
to provide the necessary common sense or experience for the
reasoning process.

At present, the KBQA method is becoming increasingly
mature. Li et al. [6] proposed a multicolumn convolutional
neural network based on deep learning, which calculated the
similarity of questions and answers from three diferent
aspects: answer path, answer context, and answer type. Hao
et al. [7] calculated the weights of entities in candidate
answers from answer path, answer context, and answer type
using cross attention. Chen et al. [8] proposed the bi-
directional attention memory networks (Bamnet), which
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catch the correlation between questions and information in
the knowledge base through biattention. Deep learning
requires a lot of information, but there is less information in
the knowledge base in new felds. It is difcult to obtain
a better Q&A matching model because of lacking enough
training corpus. Terefore, how to utilize a large amount of
knowledge of the source domain in the knowledge base to
help new domains with a small amount of knowledge to
improve the accuracy for Q&A matching is a research
difculty in the KBQA.

Te paper proposes KBQA Q&Amatching based on deep
feature transfer to solve the problem of insufcient accuracy of
the trained model due to training data scarcity. Transfer
learning uses the similarity between data, tasks, or models to
transfer data from the source domain to the target domain to
improve the task performance in the target domain. Liu et al.
proposed BB-KBQA [9]. BB-KBQA uses the fne-tuning
model BERT [10] to obtain a representation of context in-
formation learned from a priori knowledge in deep learning.
Gu et al. proposed a new version of BERT based on the KBQA
model for three-tier generalization [11]. In domain adaptation,
Pan et al. proposed TCA [12]. TCA maps the data of the two
domains into a high-dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert
space to preserve their internal attributes to the greatest extent
possible while minimizing the distance between the source
domain and the target domain. Diferent from TCA, JDA [13]
can reduce the diferences in the marginal probability dis-
tribution and conditional probability distribution between the
source domain and target domain at the same time. Wang
et al. proposed weighted balanced distribution adaptation
(WBDA) [14] on the basis of JDA. WBDA adaptively changes
the weight of each category because of the distribution
adaptability between domains.Te current fne-tuningmodels
have the advantages of good training performance and high
accuracy of the training results, but they are still unable to
handle distributional diferences between the training data and
test data. Although the current domain adaptation methods
set adaptive weights for domain distribution and categories,
migration will be difcult if the data are distributed dis-
persedly, and there are many domain classes. Terefore, this
paper proposes a KBQA Q&A matching model for deep

transfer learning based on a biattention memory network:
BamnetTL (bidirectional attention memory network for
transfer learning). Compared with fne-tuning models,
BamnetTL has fewer parameters, needs fewer resources, and is
more suitable for most complex environments. Compared
with the current domain adaptation methods, BamnetTL uses
attention [15] and long short-term memory (LSTM) [16] to
make the weight distribution more accurate. It can also
achieve transfer in the face of many source domains. Te
results show that the matching accuracy of BamnetTL is 2.6%
higher than that of Bamnet, 3.68% higher than that of the
traditional domain adaptation method TCA (transfer com-
ponent analysis), and 5% higher than that of the traditional
domain adaptation method JDA (joint distribution adapta-
tion), which proves that BamnetTL is efective.

Section 1 of the paper introduces the current research
progress in KBQA and the signifcance of this study. Section
2 discusses the basic knowledge relevant to this study.
Section 3 introduces the KBQAQ&Amatching model based
on deep transfer learning. Section 4 presents the results of
a comparative experiment and ablation experiment to verify
the efectiveness of BamnetTL. Finally, the full text is
summarized.

2. Related Works

Te methods proposed in this paper are based mainly on
deep KBQA, transfer learning, and feature transfer. Next, we
introduce relevant concepts and basic knowledge.

2.1. KBQA. Early KBQA methods were based on templates
and semantic analysis. In these methods, the Q&A matching
part uses manually weighted calculation, keyword matching,
and othermethods, which are expensive to implement. Cai and
Yates [17] proposed a large knowledge base semantic analysis
model based on a supervised learning algorithm, pattern
matching algorithm, and pattern learning algorithm. Com-
pared with the supervised learning method alone, it shows
improved performance. However, it still cannot completely
eliminate the dependence on manually annotated data.
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Figure 1: KBQA steps.
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Traditional Q&A matching methods have problems
such as being time-consuming, having low performance,
requiring a large number of manual annotations, and
having high costs. To compensate for these shortcomings,
researchers have combined traditional Q&A matching
methods with CNNs [18], DNNs [19], RNNs [20], and
other deep learning methods. Deep learning can auto-
matically extract features, improve efciency, and reduce
costs. Dai et al. proposed CFO [21] (conditional-focused
neural question answering with large-scale knowledge
bases) for solving simple problems with large knowledge
bases. For simple problems, CFO extracts the corre-
sponding entities and relationships from the problems and
then uses them to fnd answers in the knowledge bases.
End-to-end deep learning in KBQA means fnding the
knowledge submap of the question entity and making the
correct answer score greater than the wrong answer
through training. Shen et al. proposed knowledge-aware
attentive bidirectional long short-term memory KABLSTM
[22]. KABLSTM uses input background knowledge to
enrich representation learning in question answering
systems. It uses CNN and an attention model guided by
context to embed background knowledge into a sentence
representation and uses knowledge-aware attention to
correlate question–answer pairs. Deep learning requires
a considerable amount of data, but there is less relevant
knowledge in the knowledge bases of new felds. Terefore,
it is difcult to obtain a better Q&A matching model be-
cause of the lack of training knowledge. Terefore, using
source felds with large amounts of knowledge in their
knowledge bases to help match questions and answers in
new felds with small amounts of knowledge to improve the
model accuracy is a research difculty in KBQA.

2.2. Feature Transfer. Feature transfer transforms features
after extraction from knowledge to reduce the distance
between the source domain and target domain or transforms
the features of the source domain and target domain into
a feature space for recognition. Blitzer proposed the SCL
(structural corresponding learning) method [23] based on
structure correspondence. It transforms unique features in
one space into axis features in other spaces. Long et al.
proposed combining instance and feature transfer, that is,
adding transfer joint matching (TJM) [24] to minimize the
distribution distance. Zhang et al. proposed having the
source domain and target domain each train diferent
transformation matrices [25].

2.3. Deep Transfer Learning. Deep transfer learning directly
learns from the original data, automatically extracts more
expressive features, and meets the end-to-end learning re-
quirements in practical applications. When transforming
features, the main strategy of deep transfer learning is to
select some layers of the deep learning network to add
domain adaptation methods to enhance the learning level
and generalization ability of the network. Te loss in deep
transfer learning is calculated as follows:

l � lc Dt, yt(  + λlA Ds, Dt( , (1)

where l is the fnal loss of the network, lc(Ds, ys) is the
general classifcation loss of the network, lA(Ds, Dt) is the
adaptive loss of the network, Dt denotes samples from the
target domain, Ds denotes samples from the source domain,
yt denotes labels from the target domain, and λ is the weight
parameter for weighting the two parts. Yosinski et al. [26]
proposed that the learning efect of the network increasingly
depends on downstream tasks with the deepening of the
network layers. Te shallow layers are only a general feature
of learning. In diferent tasks, the features of the shallow
layers are universal; that is, the optimal selection adds do-
main adaptation to the deep layers. For example, Tzeng et al.
proposed DDC [27] (deep domain confusion). DDC adds
the MMD (maximum mean discrepancy) distance to the
penultimate layer of AlexNet to reduce the distance between
the source domain and the target domain. Long and Wang
proposed DAN [28] (deep adaptation network). Diferent
from DDC, DAN can adapt to multilayer networks and uses
MMD, which assigns diferent weights to Gaussian distri-
butions and linear distributions when calculating mean
diferences. JAN [29] (joint adaptation network) makes
further eforts to add the joint probability distributions of
features and labels.

3. Methods

Due to the strong feature extraction ability and general-
ization ability of deep feature transfer, the paper proposes
a KBQA Q&A matching model for deep feature transfer
based on a biattention memory network: BamnetTL (bi-
directional attention memory network for transfer learning).
Te BamnetTL model consists of four components, which
are the FSL (feature selection layer), FEL (feature en-
hancement layer), Q&AML (Q&Amatching layer), and FTL
(feature transfer layer), as shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Feature Selection Layer (FSL). First, the question and
candidate answers are words embedded in the FSL. Te
question is divided into question sentences and question
words. Te question words QV � qvi 

|QV|
i�1 are embedded by

a dictionary (each word corresponds to a number) to obtain
the question word embedded representation VQ. Ten, the
questionQ � qi 

|Q|

i�1 is encoded through LSTM to obtainHQ,
and question features and candidate answer features are
further selected through self-attention:

att
Q

� self − attention H
Q

 . (2)

All entities in the knowledge base can be candidate
answers. However, because the number of entities in the
knowledge base is very large, the computational cost is
enormous. Tus, the entity that is associated with the entity
in the question is selected. Embedding candidate answers to
obtain A � Ai 

|A|
i�1 and using KV-MemNNs [30] (key-value

memory networks) save three attributes of the candidate
answers: the answer type HA

kt

i , answer path HA
kp

i , and
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answer context HA
kc

i . kt is the type of candidate answer that
is derived from the knowledge base using knowledge-aware
attention. kp is the path of candidate answers that are de-
rived from the knowledge base using knowledge-aware at-
tention. kn is the context of candidate answers that are
derived from the knowledge base using knowledge-aware
attention. Te question word corresponds to the same type
of answer, which plays an important role in sorting the
candidate’s answers. For example, the question “when” al-
ways corresponds to an answer of type “time”; the answer to
the question “when did the New York Knicks win a cham-
pionship?” is “the 1970 NBA Finals.” Te answer path is
a collection of relationships from topic entities to candidate
answers. Te answer context is the topic entities around the
candidate’s answers. LSTM can overcome the infuence of
short-term memory and can choose to save or forget in-
formation. Tey are encoded using LSTM and linear
projection:

M
kt

i � 
k

t
HA

kt

i ,

M
vt

i � 
v

t
HA

kt

i ,

(3)

where M
kt

i and M
vt

i are the keys and values, respectively, of
the answer type HA

kt

i . Similarly, the answer path and answer
context also have keys and values M

kp

i , Mvp

i  andM
kc

i , M
vc

i . In
a KV-MemNNs named M, each line is Mi � Mk

i , Mv
i .

Mk
i � [M

kt

i , M
kp

i , M
kc

i ] denotes the keys in M, and Mv
i �

[M
vt

i , M
vp

i , M
vc

i ] denotes the values of the keys in M.

As shown in Figure 3, a feature is input into the attention
to capture the two-way interaction question feature and the
answer feature. Te weight for each answer to the question
and the weight assigned to each question for the answer are
obtained. Ten, Maxpool and Softmax are used to remove
redundant information and compress the features:

M
k

� M
kt

i , M
kp

i , M
kn

i 
|A|

1
,

Att
a
k � attention att

Q
, M

k
i ,

Att
a
k � Softmax Att

a
k( ,

att
Q

� MaxPool Att
a
katt

Q
M

v
i ,

Att
Q

� MaxPool att
Q

 .

(4)

3.2. Feature Enhancement Layer (FEL). Te feature en-
hancement layer (FEL) consists of multihead attention [15]
and linear [31] layers for selecting high-dimensional features
from the features’ output by the FSL. Te FEL can enhance
the features from the previous step to obtain more accurate
and efective information. First, each input feature is
transformed linearly for uniform integration:

A1, Att
Q
1 , V

Q
1 , M

k
1, M

v
1, � x A, Att

Q
, V

Q
, M

k
, M

kv
  + b,

(5)

where x and b are the parameters of linear. Te calculated
feature is input into multihead attention. In contrast to
attention, multihead attention can focus on diferent
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of the BamnetTL model.
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information from subspaces in diferent parts. Each head of
multihead attention focuses on only one subspace in the fnal
output sequence, independent of the others. Te core
strategy is to use multihead attention to make each attention
part optimize the diferent feature parts of each word and
select richer feature information. Terefore, the features
obtained by the FSL are input into the model.

Z � softmax
QK

t

��
dk

 V. (6)

As shown in Figure 4, the feature information is input
into the multihead attention, and the output is transformed
through two linear layers.Ten, a ReLU [32] function is used
to obtain the selected features:

z � x(max (0, xz + b)) + b, (7)

where x and b are the parameters of linear. z is the in-
formation feature of the previous layer. After an appropriate
number of rounds, we obtain enhanced features:
A, AttQ, VQ, Mk, and Mv.

3.3. Question and Answer Matching Layer (Q&AML).
Q&A matching matches each question with the most suit-
able answer. Te question and answer matching layer
Q&AML can calculate according to the features of questions
and answers and select the candidate answer with the
shortest distance from the question feature vector as the
answer. As shown in Figure 5, the attention of Q&AML can
select the answer through other factors, and a GRU [33]
(gated recurrent unity) can analyse sequence data. Te
Q&AML structure is shown in Figure 4. First, Maxpool is
used to reduce the feature dimensions of the problem

representation AttQ, the keys of the candidate answers Mk,
and the values of the candidate answers Mv.

Att
Q′

, M
v′

, M
k′

� MaxPool 
Att

Q
, M

v
,

M

k
 ,

Answer1 � Attention Att
q′

, M
k′

, M
v′

 ,

Answer2 � GRU(Answer1),

Answer3 � RES&BN(Answer2),

(8)

where AttQ′ is input into the Q&AML, and attention is used
to obtain the value Answer1. Ten, sequence information is
extracted to update the vector through GRU to obtain
Answer2. RES [34] and BN [35] are used to make the
updating process converge to obtain Answer3. Te loss is
calculated using AttQ′ for Answer1, Answer2, and Answer3
separately.

3.4. Feature Transfer Layer (FTL). Wang Jindong proposed
the dynamic distribution adaptation network (DDAN) [36]
on the basis of dynamic distribution adaptation (DDA) [36]
DDAN uses the backbone network to learn useful features,
and DDA to perform domain adaptation. As shown in
Figure 6, the feature transfer layer (FTL) adapts the features
of NLP to reduce the distance between the source domain
and the target domain. Ω ∈ Rd is the input space with di-
mension d. Ωs � Answers, ys  is the source domain, where
Answers denotes the candidate answers, ys denotes their
labels, and Ωt is the target domain. Te purpose of transfer
learning is to make the source domain closer to the target
domain in space, which can be expressed as follows:

f � min
Θ



n

i�1
J f Answers

i( , y
s
i(  + λDf Ωs,Ωt(  + ρRf Ωs,Ωt( , (9)
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Figure 3: Architecture of the FSL.
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where J(·, ·) is the cross-entropy loss function, Θ � w, b{ }

includes the weights and bias parameters of the neural
network, λ and ρ are the trade-of parameters, Df(Ωs,Ωt)

represents the distributional divergence between the
source domain and target domain, and Rf denotes
a regularization function. We do not ft the data of the
whole source domain with the data of the target domain.
Instead, the computational cost is reduced by comparing
each training batch.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets. Te dataset used in this paper is a Q&A
matching dataset, WebQuestionSP [37], which is based on
the knowledge base “Freebase” [38]. WebquestionSP in-
cludes question IDs, question contents, and best answers.
We extract one-hop entities (the attributes of entities for
query in a knowledge base are called one-hop entities) from
Freebase as candidate answers. Te dataset is divided into

fve domains: location, people, sports, flm, and base. Teir
quantities are shown in Table 1.

We experiment with diferent domain data on diferent
models. For example, we use the location domain as the
target domain and No_Location as the source location for
KBQA. No_Location contains a people domain, sports
domain, etc. Te base domain includes all domains except
the Location_People domain.

4.2. Experimental Setup. We embed the datasets of the
source domain and target domain through the dictionary
and fnd the corresponding entity of each question in
Freebase. We take its one-hop entities as candidate answers.
We set the number of candidate answers to 96 to include the
maximum number of candidate answers. Since each ques-
tion has an uncertain number of correct answers, we set the
number of correct answers for each question to 13, which
can include the maximum number of correct answers.
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All the models in the experiment are composed of neural
networks, and the method is implemented in Python 3.6 and
Python 1.12.1. Te classifcation loss function multilabel
hinge loss or MultLabelMarginLoss is applicable to the case
where a sample corresponds to multiple labels:

loss(x, y) � 
ij

max (0, 1 − x[y[i]] − x[i])

x.size(0)
, (10)

where x is the predicted value and y is the label of the data.
We add the MultLabelMarginLoss and transfer loss function
to obtain the fnal loss:

loss � loss(x, y) + f. (11)

Te paper applies the Adam [39] optimizer to Bam-
netTL. Te Adam optimizer has an adaptive learning rate
mechanism, so it can allocate diferent learning rates to
diferent parameters, which can increase the speed of
optimization.

4.3. Evaluation Measure. Te paper uses the evaluation
metric F1 to evaluate the performance of the model, which is
widely used in Q&A. F1 is composed of precision and recall.
It is too one-sided to only consider the precision or recall as
an evaluation indicator. F1 can be compatible with precision
and recall:

F1 �
2∗ (precision∗ recall)

precision + recall

�
2∗TP

2∗TP + FN + FP
,

(12)

where TP (true positive) represents the number of correct
predictions, FP (false positive) represents the number of
instances belonging to other categories that are predicted to
belong to this category, and FN (false negative) represents
the number of instances belonging to this category that are
predicted to belong to other categories.

4.4. Experimental Result

4.4.1. Q&A Matching for Deep Transfer Learning. To eval-
uate whether the BamnetTL model achieves satisfactory
results, we carry out the following experiments. We test
diferent models on fve diferent datasets. We set the model
hyperparameters to the same values. We set the number of
iterations to 100 and the initial learning rate to 0.01.

As shown in Table 2, Bamnet (bidirectional attentive
memory network) ranks frst among all Q&A matching

models, so we select Bamnet as the baseline. Bamnet + FEL
represents the baseline Bamnet plus the FTL. Compared
with Bamnet, BamnetTL shows performance improvements
of 2.6%, 2.35%, 1.23%, 0.58%, and 1.17% in the fve areas of
location, people, sports, flm, and base, respectively. Tis
proves the superiority of BamnetTL in KBQA. Compared
with Bamnet, Bamnet + FEL shows performance improve-
ments of 2.03%, 0.78%, 0.45%, and 0.58% in the four areas of
location, people, sports, and base, respectively, and shows
reduced performance in only the flm domain. Tis proves
that the FEL is efective.

Te performance of BamnetTL in the people and lo-
cation domains is better than that in the sports and flm
domains because the people and location domains have
more data than the other domains. However, BamnetTL has
the worst performance in the base domain. Te data dis-
tribution in the base domain shows that this domain is not
a single domain but a combination of many domains.
Terefore, we draw the following conclusion: the simpler the
domain is, the more data there are, and the better the
transfer efect is.

4.4.2. Comparison with Traditional Transfer Learning
Models. To prove that the transfer efect of BamnetTL is
better than that of traditional transfer learning models, we
test diferent transfer learning models on Q&A matching.
Under the same experimental conditions, we compare the
experimental results of the traditional transfer model with
those of BamnetTL.

As shown in Table 3, BamnetTL is more efcient than
TCA and JDA. Compared with TCA, BamnetTL shows an
average F1 increase of 5.17%. Compared with JDA, Bam-
netTL shows an average F1 increase of 3.854%. Compared
with only traditional transfer learning, we fnd that using
FEL with traditional transfer learning signifcantly improves
the transfer performance. Terefore, we draw the following
conclusion: the feedback from FEL improves the transfer
efect, and BamnetTL is superior to traditional transfer
learning.

Figure 7 shows the F1 values obtained by traditional
transfer learning, traditional deep transfer learning, and
BamnetTL on fve datasets through 100 iterations. Bam-
netTL is more stable and efective than the other models in
all Q&A matching experiments.

4.4.3. FEL Impact on the Model. Te function of the FEL
layer is to enhance the text features and extract deep text
features from them. Too few FEL layers will result in in-
adequate extraction of information, which will have

Table 1: Experimental datasets.

Target domain Train Valid Test
Location 758 188 519
People 762 190 540
Sports 220 69 139
Film 183 40 122
Base 1503 377 973

International Journal of Intelligent Systems 7



Table 2: F1 values on various datasets for diferent models (%).

Model Location People Sports Film Base
Bamnet 60.55 60.74 52.84 53.51 46.63
Bamnet + FEL 62.58 61.52 53.29 52.19 47.21
BamnetTL 63.15 63.09 54.07 54.09 47.8

Table 3: F1 values on various datasets for traditional transfer learning models and BamnetTL (%).

Model Location People Sports Film Base
Bamnet +TCA 58.35 57.62 51.54 47.63 43.46
Bamnet + JDA 56.94 54.39 52.33 49.55 44.26
Bamnet + FEL+TCA 59.47 56.45 48.13 49.72 45.61
Bamnet + FEL+ JDA 57.14 57.48 53.37 52.14 42.80
BamnetTL 63.15 63.09 54.07 54.09 47.8
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Figure 7: Continued.
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a negative impact on downstream tasks. Too many FEL
layers will cause parameter redundancy, which will greatly
reduce the model performance. Terefore, to fnd the ap-
propriate number of FEL layers, we perform the following
experiment. We test the efects of diferent numbers of FEL
layers on BamnetTL to fnd the best number of FEL layers.
We follow the control variates method. Except for the
number of layers, no parameters are changed.

Table 4 shows that when the number of FEL layers is 3, the
performance is better than that with other numbers of layers.
By comparing 1, 2, and 3 FEL layers, we fnd that F1 is
positively correlated with the number of FEL layers and
reaches the best value when the number of layers is 3. We
compare 3, 4, 5, and 6 FEL layers and fnd that F1 is negatively
correlated with the number of FEL layers. We draw the
following conclusion: when the number of FEL layers is 3, the
BamnetTL model achieves the best performance. When the
number of FEL layers is less than 3, the informative features of
the model are not sufciently extracted. When the number of
FEL layers is higher than 3, the redundancy of parameters in
the model results in lower model performance.

4.4.4. Impact of Multihead Attention on the Model.
Multihead attention can help the model to expand its ability
to focus on diferent locations. In NLP, it can be used to
locate “tokens” or features. We use it in the FEL layer to
increase the spatial feature selection ability. Te number of
heads in the multihead attention will afect the selection of

spatial features, and too few heads will lead to insufcient
feature selection, whereas too many heads will lead to pa-
rameter redundancy and reduce the performance of the
model.Terefore, we test the impacts of diferent numbers of
multihead attention heads on BamnetTL. We follow the
control variates method. Except for the number of multihead
attention heads, no parameters are changed.

As shown in Table 5, when the number of heads is 16, the
feature selection efect of the multihead attention is the highest,
and the impact on the model is the best. Too many heads will
lead to weight dispersion, and too few heads will focus too
much on their own positions, which will reduce the en-
hancement efect of FEL or even have a negative efect, leading
to a reduction in the transfer performance of BamnetTL.

4.4.5. Impact of Diferent Networks on the Model. LSTM,
GRU, and attention all can undertake certain tasks. How-
ever, diferent networks will afect the overall performance of
the model. Terefore, we have done the following experi-
ments to prove the contribution of each network to the
model. All experimental environments are the same.

As shown in Table 6, when the LSTM in the FSL layers is
replaced by GRU, the performance of BamnetTL will de-
cline, which proves the efectiveness of LSTM. In the FEL
layers, we removed multihead attention to prove its efec-
tiveness. In the Q&AML layers, we removed GRU and at-
tention modules, respectively, which also proved that GRU
and attention contributed positively to the BamnetTL.
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Figure 7: Comparing the efects of diferent transfer learning models on diferent data: (a) people, (b) location, (c) sports, (d) flm, and
(e) base.

Table 4: Infuence of the number of FEL layers on the performance of BamnetTL (%).

Layers Location People Sports Film Base
1 59.61 62.34 53.05 51.44 46.91
2 61.37 61.34 53.53 50.75 45.64
3 63.15 63.09 54.07 54.09 47.8
4 60.13 61.66 52.92 51.58 47.10
5 60.37 60.28 50.61 54.01 46.15
6 59.87 61.41 51.83 51.87 46.02
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5. Conclusions and Future Works

Nowadays, with the rapid development of science and tech-
nology, many new felds have emerged. In the new feld with
little knowledge, there are few models that can undertake the
search task of users. Tis paper proposes a KBQA Q&A
matching model for deep feature transfer based on a biatten-
tion memory network, BamnetTL, to solve the problem that
the existing transfer learning model has difculty achieving the
desired efect when facing new domains with less knowledge.
In this paper, we use biattention for end-to-end learning and
feature transfer to shorten the distances between multiple
source domains and target domains. Compared with diferent
transfer learning models and other deep learning models,
BamnetTL shows powerful generalization ability and improved
performance in KBQA. BamnetTL has a high performance in
the face of new felds, which solves the problem of insufcient
efect in the face of new felds. Future work will focus on
continuing to shorten the domain distances and further re-
search on feature enhancement.

Data Availability
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